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ABSTRACT  

 

IMMOBLIZATION OF BIOLOGICAL MATTER USING TRANSPARENT METAL 
ELECTRODES AND SILICON MICROSTRUCTURES 
 
Bharat Sankaran, B.S.  

George Mason University, 2006  

Thesis Director: Dr. V. Rao Mulpuri 

 

 

This thesis describes the development of two different methods to produce an optimal 

platform for immobilizing biological matter (cells and proteins). Firstly, transparent 

indium tin oxide (ITO) microelectrodes were fabricated and used to immobilize 

suspended NIH 3T3 fibroblast cells by positive dielectrophoresis (DEP). The ITO 

electrodes facilitated microscopic observation of immobilized cells as compared to 

metallized electrodes. DEP was used to capture arrays of individual cells and small cell 

clusters within a microfluidic network. The extent of cellular immobilization (no-cell, 

single-cell, or multiple-cell capture) directly correlated with the applied voltage and 

inversely with the flow velocity. Specific conditions yielding predominantly single-cell 

capture were identified. The viability of immobilized cells was confirmed using 

fluorescence microscopy.  

 



 

In the second method, silicon microtechnology was used to make silicon microarray 

sector slides for facilitating high accuracy protein interactions and identifications. 

Photolithography and anisotropic chemical etching was used for creating pyramid-like 

array structures in each sector, to increase the sector surface area and hence the 

concentration of the reactant. The silicon microarrays were coated with different 

dielectric films to investigate if they improve the presence and relative abundance of 

specific variants of key signaling molecules. The microarray structures were also 

modified with a chemical surface coating: 3-metcaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS). 

Competitive binding assays were then used to test the protein binding accuracy and 

sensitivity of the silicon based microarrays. Native silicon and dielectric layer 

microarrays produced poor protein molecule capture during Reverse Phase Antibody 

process. The presence of MPTMS was found to improve the extent of protein 

immobilization, thereby improving characterization of immobilized proteins on 

microarray structures.     
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1. Introduction 

 

 

Biological specimens contain a large number of molecular markers, out of which some 

proportion of the materials can be used to develop sensory tools capable of identifying biologically 

active analytes, patient’s disease, and the patient’s response to a therapeutic regimen. At present, the 

challenge lies in developing tools that effectively probe high-impact cellular and molecular 

populations for information out of the larger background of unresponsive molecules. While it has 

been shown that each class of molecules in the human body has some individual sensory and 

response entities that can been developed for biological applications, the development of cell based 

biosensors and the study of alterations to proteins are of particular interest.  

The development of cell based biosensors is particularly important as they detect a change in a 

biological environment in response to signals. Within an individual mammalian cell, analyte 

sensitive materials like receptors, enzymes, and channels exist. Thus, cell based biosensors respond 

primarily to active analytes, and has been developed for such applications such as environmental 

monitoring of pollutants. Two important factors have been instrumental in the development of 

biosensors: selectiveness to specific analytes and the physiologically relevant response to stimuli. 

Biosensors have the capability to provide a fast, economical, selective measurement medium for 

monitoring cell concentrations. However, the development of biosensors is impeded by several 

factors, including source of cells, continuous use with little replacement of sensor material, 
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portability, and rapid patterning of cells within a well defined microenvironment. In this work, we 

describe one method of patterning cells on transparent metal electrodes using positive 

dielectrophoresis. This method can be used for immobilizing cells for a variety of biological 

applications with different electrode geometries where the need for a well defined cell pattern is 

imperative. 

Another important research direction lies in the development of tools that can detect alterations 

to proteins. This is because proteins play a fundamental role in the function of an organism, and 

because they are the recognizable part of the external face of cells. In particular, proteins are 

significant subjects for study within oncology research. Investigating protein signaling pathways 

based on posttranslational modifications (such as phosphorylation, the addition of a phosphate group 

to a protein which can determine if certain enzymes and receptors are switched on or off) holds 

significant promise in unraveling key aspects of disease processes [1-4], while cell surface receptors 

and the sugar modifications they undergo present potential cell surface markers for diagnostics.  

In the last few years, vast progress has been seen in the fields of protein science, cell and 

molecular biology, and bioinformatics. Therefore, there are increased demands for new technologies 

that can identify proteins and perform detailed studies on their structure at high speeds and with high 

sensitivity. DNA sequencing data has been used for developing gene expression profiling platforms, 

which have been essential for providing information on human diseases [5-7]. However, a detailed 

insight into biological processes like malignant transformation, cell differentiation, and many others 

cannot be provided with sequence and transcript data alone. While DNA contains the genetic 

information for the development and functioning of living organisms, proteins are the result of 

complex regulatory mechanisms whose outcome is directly reflected in the actual biological 
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processes occurring in the body. These processes range from defining the morphology through the 

cytoskeleton to enzyme catalysts of biochemical reactions to cell signaling and immune response 

functions. Protein identity modification, expression level with its temporal and spatial distribution, 

and interaction information is essential before cell responses can be understood. In this work, we 

present a fabrication method for developing silicon pyramid structures for developing antibody based 

biosensors.  
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2. Dielectrophoretic Capture of Mammalian Cells using Transparent ITO 

Electrodes 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Overview 

The viability and fate of mammalian cells in culture is strongly influenced by their 

specific location within defined microenvironments [8]. A principal engineering challenge for 

developing cell based biosensors is the rapid patterning of viable cells into well controlled 

arrangements [9]. Cell patterning can be achieved by a variety of methods including: mechanical 

techniques using microtweezers [10], physical barriers like elastomeric stencils [11] and microwells 

[12], optical techniques using laser tweezers [13], and by electrical techniques such as 

dielectrophoresis (DEP). For DEP manipulation, induced dipoles in polarizable particles (like 

biological cells) allow attractive and repulsive forces to be generated locally at regions of electric 

field curvature [14]. The simplicity and low cost of fabrication methods for monolithic 

microelectrode systems favor the utilization of DEP for the manipulation of cells.  

A variety of DEP electrode sizes, shapes, and arrangements are achievable using 

conventional semiconductor fabrication techniques such as photolithography, wet chemical etching, 

electron beam scattering, sputtering, lift off processes, and laser ablation. Thousands of distinct 

electrodes for trapping individual biological cells have been created on a single substrate using 

microfabrication techniques [15]. Applications of DEP microarrays include: manipulating cell-cell 
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interactions [15], achieving active position control of single cell/microbead contacts in a micro-well 

array chip [16], creating traps for single-particle patterning [17], designing a three-dimensional grid 

electrode system to position a single cell [18], generation of dielectrophoretic field cages [19], and 

separating particles by differential dielectric properties [20-23]. 

Most DEP efforts utilize metal microelectrode materials (Au, Pt, Cr) that are opaque 

and complicate microscopic observation of immobilized cells. However, many biological researchers 

commonly rely on microscopic observation techniques such as phase microscopy and fluorescence 

to characterize cells in culture. The utilization of optically transparent electrode materials (e.g. 

indium tin oxide (ITO)) in place of conventional metal electrodes has been identified as a needed 

improvement step for more effective integration of DEP cell patterning with common cell culture 

assays [23,24].  

DEP applications can be classified into: positive dielectrophoresis, where cells are 

pulled towards the electrodes and negative dielectrophoresis, where cells are pushed away from the 

electrodes. Negative DEP has been a favored technique in a variety of single cell capture 

investigation, including negative DEP quadrupole field cages [23], posts [25], traps [17], and cages 

[26]. However, negative DEP is not suitable direct patterning of most mammalian cell lines because 

trapped cells remain suspended in solution between the electrodes. Conversely, positive DEP 

captures cells against the microelectrode surface and thus can be used for efficient patterning of cells 

[15, 24, 27].  

DEP cell patterning is particularly useful when combined with microfluidic systems, 

because DEP allows rapid manipulation of cellular position while microfluidics enable manipulation 

of the soluble microenvironment around immobilized cells [24,28,29]. Successful DEP 
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immobilization of cells within microfluidic channels results from the interplay between DEP 

trapping forces and viscous drag from solution flow [28, 29]. Even after a first cell is immobilized at 

the field maximum, other cells may be immobilized nearby, but with weaker holding forces.  

In this report, we describe the fabrication and characterization of transparent ITO 

microelectrodes for DEP trapping of viable mammalian fibroblast cells from suspension in a 

microfluidic environment. The ITO microelectrodes were fabricated using simple photolithography 

and wet etching techniques, and greatly facilitated microscopic observation of captured cells as 

compared to traditional metal DEP electrodes. The capture efficiency was characterized with respect 

to the flow velocity and electric field strength and revealed conditions yielding reproducible capture 

of individual cells or of small clusters of cells. Phase contrast and fluorescence microscopy were 

used to analyze the immobilized cells and demonstrate the utility of transparent DEP 

microelectrodes for biological applications.  

2.2 Materials and Methods  

2.2.1 Materials and Reagents  

Glass slides (25x75x1.1mm) with a conductive ITO film (Sheet resistance: 70 -125 Ω, 

thickness: 30-60nm, 88% transmittance of visible light) were obtained from Delta Technologies 

(Stillwater, MN). Microposit® S1813 positive photoresist, Microposit® MF CD 26-A developer, 

and Microchem SU-8 negative photoresist were obtained from Microchem Corporation (Newton, 

MA). 12M Hydrochloric acid, Hexamethyldisilazine (HMDS), and 50-70% Nitric acid were 

obtained from Mallinckrodt Baker (Phillipsburg, NJ). Triton X surfactant was obtained from SPI 

supplies (West Chester, PA). Sylgard® 184 silicon elastomer kit (Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and 

curing agent) was obtained from Dow Corning (Midland, MI). Silver Bond Epoxy was obtained 
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from Epoxy Technologies (Billerica, MA). Live/Dead Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit was obtained from 

Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA).  

 

2.2.2 ITO electrode and microchannel fabrication  

The transparent ITO electrodes were created using common semiconductor methods (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Fabrication of ITO microelectrode array and PDMS microchannel 
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An ITO coated glass slide was washed with acetone (5 minutes) and methanol (5 minutes), rinsed 

with deionized water, and dried (175 °C for 30 minutes). A spin coater (Laurell, North Wales, PA) 

was used to deposit HMDS (3000 rpm for 10s) and a positive photoresist (Shipley S1813, 4500rpm 

for 40s), and the photoresist solvent was baked (115 °C for 1 minute) to improve adhesion. The slide 

was exposed (hard contact, 150 mJ/cm2) using a Karl SUSS MA8 mask aligner which transferred 

the mask pattern to the photoresist. The wafer was immersed in developer solution (MF CD 26-A, 

Shipley Corporation) for 1 min 50s to uniformly remove the exposed photoresist. The revealed ITO 

was acid-etched by two different procedures: immersion in an aqueous solution of 20% 

Hydrochloric acid, 5% Nitric acid, plus a few drops of surfactant (Triton X-100, to promote wetting 

the ITO surface) for 20 minutes (recommended by the ITO supplier); and immersion in 9M 

Hydrochloric acid solution for 4 minutes. Both procedures produced good results, and the latter 

process was adopted because it was faster. Following the removal of unwanted ITO, the remaining 

photoresist was stripped (20 minute acetone wash), and the patterned ITO electrodes were visually 

inspected to confirm well defined structures. A passivation layer of Si3N4 (1000 Å) was uniformly 

deposited over the ITO electrodes by a PE-CVD (Unaxis 790, OC Oerlikon AG, St. Petersburg, FL) 

process. Electrical connection to the monolithic ITO electrodes was made using wire leads attached 

with conductive silver epoxy (cured at 150 °C for 90 minutes).  

The microchannel fabrication process is shown in figure 1. A mold of the microchannel 

was created using photolithography of SU-8 epoxy-polymer. 50 ml of PDMS prepolymer was mixed 

with 5 ml of curing agent and degassed in a desiccator chamber for 1 hour. The mixture was then 

cast over the SU-8 mold and cured for 1 hour at 100 °C. The resulting microchannel was removed 

from the mold and aligned over the ITO microelectrodes by hand. Two openings through the PDMS 
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to the microchannel were created using syringe needles (25G, BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ) on either side 

of the electrode structure, allowing tubing to be inserted directly for solution delivery.  

2.2.3 Cell Culture  

NIH3T3 cells were maintained as described previously [30] and passaged every 3-4 

days. Prior to DEP experiments, cells were removed from tissue culture polystyrene flasks by 

trypsinization. Suspended cells were centrifuged (1000 rpm, 5 °C, 5 minutes) to remove the 

supernatant growth media and resuspended (750,000 cells/ml) in an isotonic sucrose solution (320 

mMolar) for introduction into the microfluidic DEP device. Sedimentation of cells prior to 

introduction led to lower than expected cell densities (~100,000 cells/ml) within the microfluidic 

system.  

2.2.4 Microscopic and Flow Methods  

The assembled DEP microfluidic device was placed on a Zeiss inverted microscope 

(Zeiss Axiovert 200, Zeiss Corp. Thornwood, NY) equipped with a 3-CCD camera (COHU 1100, 

Alacron, Nashua, NH). Images were acquired using either phase contrast, a common technique for 

observing biological samples, or fluorescence microscopy. Cell delivery through the microfluidic 

system was accomplished by loading the cell solution into a 1 cc syringe (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ) 

connected to tubing (360µm OD PEEK™, Upchurch Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA) using a Luer 

connector (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ). The free end of the tubing was inserted directly into the 

previously created opening in the PDMS microchannel. The volumetric flow rate of the cell 

suspension into the microchannel was controlled using a syringe pump (Harvard Scientific PHD 

22/2000, Holliston, MA).  
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2.2.5 DEP Methods  

The cell capture experiment has been described previously [17]. Briefly, cells were 

suspended in an isotonic sucrose solution after trypsanization to facilitate positive DEP (i.e. the cells 

are more conductive than the surrounding medium, 320 mMolar sucrose). A function generator 

(Agilent 33250A, Santa Clara, CA) provided a 30 MHz AC electric field (sine wave) at various 

applied voltages (Vpp), yielding a positive DEP force at the ITO microelectrode pairs. For each 

specific condition of applied voltage and solution flow, immobilized cells were allowed to 

accumulate for 45-90 seconds. Some variability in the number of cells passing the electrode was still 

observed, leading to variability in the number of cells immobilized. The time allotted for 

accumulation was limited by the lifetime of 3T3 cells when suspended in sucrose (approximately 1 

hour), as non-viable cells exhibit diminished DEP response [24]. For all experiments, cell viability 

was checked every 15 minutes by evaluating DEP response to conditions known to produce cell 

immobilization.  

2.2.6 Data and Image Analysis  

For immobilization of cells within these microfluidic systems, the main forces acting on 

cells were immobilization by DEP and the destabilizing effect of viscous drag from solution flow. 

The extent of trapping (i.e. no trapping, single-and multiple-cell trapping) could be characterized by 

the interplay between these competing forces. The DEP immobilization forces were expected to 

depend on the electrode geometry (shape and spacing of electrodes) and the applied Vpp, which 

defines curvature and intensity of the electric field respectively. In this work, two electrode 

geometries were examined with 15 µm spacing between the electrode tips, and either 35 µm or 100 

µm spacing between pairs (these designs can be seen in Fig. 2d, top two images). Cells were 
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immobilized against these microelectrodes and experience a drag from solution flow that depended 

on the local fluid velocity. This fluid velocity (u, m/s) is distinct from the volumetric flow rate (Q, 

µL/min), which was controlled experimentally. Rather, u was calculated (MATLAB, Natick, MA) 

for specific positions (y and z) within the rectangular cross-section microchannel used here (width: 

1mm, height: 0.11mm) [31]:  

 

Using microscopic images, the exact position of DEP electrodes with respect to the microchannel 

were measured and used to calculate the solution linear velocity at a plane 10 µm above the 

electrodes for each volumetric flow rate. For the cells evaluated here (10 to 15 µm diameter), this 

calculation provided a good approximation for the solution velocity immediately adjacent to 

immobilized cells. For each set of experiments, the extent of cell immobilization (number of trapped 

cells) for each electrode pair was determined from microscopic images and correlated with applied 

Vpp and local solution velocity. Microelectrodes in the outermost 20% of the microchannel were 

ignored since this region exhibited the steepest velocity gradient and most susceptible to 

measurement errors.  

2.3. Results and Discussion  

2.3.1 Optical Advantages of ITO  

The low transparency of metallized microelectrodes for DEP trapping complicates 

subsequent microscopic imaging of captured cells. The limited visibility around electrode structures 

was particularly problematic for the case of positive DEP where cells are drawn toward the electrode 

edges [24]. As many biological investigations require regular microscopic characterization (e.g. 
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phase-contrast microscopy), compromised imaging capability limited the integration of DEP 

trapping with common cell-based assays [17]. Indium tin oxide is a transparent conductor that has 

been used previously in electronic and DEP applications [23]. When monolithic DEP 

microelectrodes fabricated from Au and ITO were compared under identical phase-contrast 

microscopy conditions, the Au microelectrodes significantly obscured the field of view while the 

ITO microelectrodes provided minimal distortions (Figure 2a and 2b).  
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Figure 2: Advantages of optically transparent ITO electrodes. For microscopic 

imaging (common for cellular assays), patterned gold microelectrodes (a) were 

completely opaque while ITO microelectrodes (b) provided improved visual 

observation. Mammalian fibroblast cells immobilized at ITO electrodes were 

distinctly visible under identical imaging conditions (c). Different shapes, sizes and 

arrangements of ITO microelectrodes were fabricated (d, these images were 

digitally enhances to improve ITO visibility). Scale bars are 25 µm for (a), (b), and 

(c), and 50 µm for (d).  
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When imaged using phase contrast optics, the ITO structures appeared slightly phase-dark with  

a faint halo. During DEP immobilization of mammalian cells on ITO microelectrode arrays, 

suspended and immobilized cells appeared phase bright, and were readily observed microscopically 

(Figure 2c). This represented a significant improvement over previous efforts using Au electrodes 

[24]. The simple fabrication methodology employed in this work allowed straightforward fabrication 

of a variety of ITO microelectrode shapes, sizes and arrangements (Figure 2d). The particular 

designs investigated here were devised to generate regions of electric field curvature between 

microelectrode pairs (DEP traps) that were similar in size to individual mammalian cells in 

suspension (10 – 15 µm diameter). The application of these structures for trapping individual cells or 

small cell clusters is discussed subsequently.  

2.3.2 Characterization of Cell Trapping  

When cells were immobilized at ITO electrodes within a microfluidic channel, the 

strength of the holding force on the cell varied with the strength of the DEP trapping forces and 

inversely with solution flow, as noted elsewhere for negative dielectrophoretic trapping [28,29]. 

Thus, for a particular set of trapping conditions (i.e. particle and solution composition, DEP 

frequency), the linear flow velocity and applied electric field could be adjusted to tune the degree of 

cell trapping (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3: Cellular immobilization by DEP within microfluidic systems. Under conditions of 

high flow rates (4 µL/min) and low applied voltage (2 Vpp), no cell immobilization was 

observed in the microfluidic channel (a). Low flow rates (2µL/min) and high applied voltage (6 

Vpp) gave rise to multiple-cell trapping at each electrode pair (b). When flow rate and DEP 

voltage (1 µL/min, and 3 Vpp, respectively) were balanced, predominately single cell trapping 

was observed (c). Simultaneous single-and multiple-cell trapping was observed for different 

solution velocities (indicated in mm/s) at different electrode positions for 2µL/min solution flow 

and 3 Vpp applied voltage (d). Scale bars were 200 µm for all panels 
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In the case of high flow velocities and weak electric fields, cells were carried past the 

DEP traps without becoming immobilized (Figure 3a). The inverse case of low flow velocities and 

strong electric fields led to multiple cells being immobilized at each microelectrode pair, even when 

the spacing between the electrode pairs was quite small (15 µm, Figure 3b). By balancing the flow 

velocity and DEP electric field, specific conditions were identified that exhibited predominantly 

single cell trapping (Figure 3c). During conditions of single cell trapping, it was occasionally 

observed that suspended cells would become immobilized in previously occupied DEP traps, thereby 

displacing the previously immobilized cell which was carried downstream by solution flow.  

Due to the high viscous drag at the walls of the microchannel, the linear flow velocity was 

considerably higher in the center of the microfluidic channel than near the edges [31]. An array of 

microelectrodes positioned across the microchannel allowed different flow velocities to be sampled  

simultaneously for a constant electric field. For example, the interplay between trapping forces and  

viscous drag was particularly apparent when weaker trapping (only single cells) was observed near 

the center of the microfluidic channel where solution flow was fastest, while slower flow near the 

channel edges gave rise to multiple-cell trapping (Figure 3d).  

2.3.3 Determination of single cell trapping conditions  

A series of experiments were undertaken to determine specific conditions of the 

solution velocity and applied electric field that allowed reproducible DEP immobilization of 

mammalian NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4: Cellular immobilization was tuned using flow velocity and applied voltage. 

The average number of immobilized cells is plotted as a function of calculated flow 

velocity for 4 distinct applied voltages (a). Each data point represents the average of 

2-16 replicates with the standard deviation indicated as vertical error bars; error in 

calculating flow velocity was 10% (estimated, horizontal error bars). A false color 

plot of the mean number of cells immobilized per DEP trap versus flow velocity and 

electric field indicated sets of conditions exhibiting similar extents of cellular 

immobilization (b). Diamonds in (b) indicate experimental data with linear 

approximation of the surface values between known data points.  
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The position of each ITO electrode pair within the microchannel was measured from 

microscopic images, allowing a linear flow velocity to be calculated for each DEP trap. The number 

of cells immobilized during DEP trapping was correlated with the calculated flow velocity and the 

applied electric field. At all electric field strengths, the effect of drag from solution flow was evident 

in the significant decrease in the number of immobilized cells per DEP trap that was observed with 

increasing solution velocity (Figure 4a). For each applied voltage, the flow rate could be adjusted to 

yield predominantly single-cell trapping (e.g. 0.0002 m/s at 5 Vpp). The importance of applied 

electric field strength was evident in the separation between traces in Figure 4a.  

When the average number of immobilized cells was plotted in false color against Vpp2 

and flow velocity, the transitions between no-cell, single-cell, and multiple-cell immobilization were 

apparent (Figure 4b). Within the variance of the experimental data, the expected trade-off between 

Vpp2 and flow velocity was observed. Thus, increases in Vpp2 were offset by increases in flow rate 

to yield similar extents of cellular immobilization. The most significant source of variance in the 

data arose from local variations in cell density during DEP immobilization and from the limited time 

(45 – 90 seconds) available at each set of conditions. Nevertheless, for all conditions where the mean 

number of trapped cells per electrode pair was between 0.75 and 1.25 cells, single cell trapping was 

observed for 67% of all cases.  

2.3.4 Fluorescence Microscopy of Cells Immobilized on ITO Electrodes  

Following cellular immobilization by DEP, it was important to verify that immobilized 

cells remained viable even in the presence of the significant AC electric fields. A common 

fluorescent assay for cellular viability was performed for immobilized 3T3 cells at ITO 

microelectrodes. When the fluorescent responses of calcein (494 excitation, 517 nm emission, 
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indicative of viable cells) and ethidium homodimer-1 (577nm excitation, 595nm emission, indicative 

of nonviable cells) were measured, no background emission or absorption by the ITO structures was 

observed (Figure 5).  

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Phase contrast and fluorescence microscopy of immobilized cells. Cells stained in a 

conventional viability assay were immobilized by DEP using transparent ITO electrodes. The 

green fluorescence (shown, indicating cell viability) was clearly visible for all immobilized cell 

with negligible red fluorescence (not shown, indicating nonviable cells). No interference from 

the ITO was observed for either phase or fluorescence images.  
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All of the cells immobilized by DEP were found to be viable, supporting previous 

indications that only viable cells with good membrane integrity can be immobilized by DEP [24].  
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3. Silicon-based Microarray Substrates for Clinical Proteomics 

 
 
 

3.1 Overview 

3.1.1 From Genomics to Proteomics 

We are now facing a post-genomics era as the human genome has been mapped and sequenced 

[32]. A rapidly developing discipline, Clinical Proteomics, has emerged which takes as its focus the 

large scale study of proteins and the proteome (the entire set of proteins found in a particular cell 

type) from tissues of clinical importance. Clinical Proteomics is a complex field for several reasons. 

Firstly, the level of gene transcription provides an imprecise measurement of protein levels and gives 

only a vague idea about gene expression. While a large amount of messenger ribonucleic acid 

(mRNA) may be produced, inefficient translation or degradation may result in minimal protein 

production. Secondly, many proteins experience posttranslational modifications like phosphorylation 

which will alter their effects considerably, and it is the ratio of these modified forms that is important 

to the cell state. Thirdly, studying individual polypeptides may not give us an idea about cellular 

function, since many polypeptides form large complexes that direct the activity, and one protein may 

participate in more than one type of complex. The function of the polypeptide will only be relevant 

with respect to these complexes. Thus, the proteome is not a constant entity like the genome, and is 

even more variable than the transcripotome. Clinical proteomics will help in unraveling knowledge 
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about the structure of the proteins in the proteome and the functional interactions between the 

proteins.  

Clinical Proteomics is tasked with generating tools that allow low abundance, disease-specific 

protein targets to be measured in actual patient specimens, with high accuracy.  In particular, protein 

micro-arrays are one class of high throughput assay being used to study molecular derangements in 

patient tissues.  With this approach, known protein targets are probed using validated antibodies that 

detect the presence and relative abundance of isoform-specific variants of key molecules which can 

act as response indicators.  The standardization and clinical validation of this technology will be an 

essential step in bringing personalized medicine into everyday clinical practice. 

Protein modeling and profiling can help in the understanding of many major diseases and can 

provide targets for drug development. In drug development, understanding the evolving states of a 

disease is very important, such that only disease processes are affected and not those essential to 

patient survival. To obtain this information, analytical tools that can characterize and monitor key 

targets both qualitatively and quantitatively are required. Biological material, especially human 

biological material, is essential in order to understand the molecular effects of both diseases and the 

drugs which can cure these diseases. However, human clinical samples present unique challenges for 

proteomics studies relative to experimental systems. Individual genotype information and detailed 

history are usually not available, which affect the analyte profile and abundance, while variations in 

sample size are inherent in biopsy processes; thus these types of samples require a very efficient 

strategy for proteomic analysis, more so if modified subfractions are to be analyzed. Thus, reverse 

phase protein micro-arrays have been developed in order to meet the demands presented by the 

limited amounts of material present in clinical specimens. These microarrays interrogate 
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immobilized proteins, the basic concept for which was developed early as 40 years ago [33].  An 

application for this format is to take proteins extracted from micro-dissected cells and directly 

immobilize them onto an array substrate. The protein analytes are then probed using an antibody that 

has been validated as specific for a target protein. 

3.1.2 Minaturization to Micro Level Proteomics 

As explained above, the demands for lowered detection levels are ever increasing. Therefore, 

miniaturization in concert with improved assay platforms to provide systems that can analyze and 

detect proteins will overcome many of the problems seen in the beginning stages of this field. 

Existing platforms require some manual procedures and have slow assay protocols were used, which 

lead to longer processing times. Robotics for automated procedures will lead to faster (and more 

reproducible) processing speeds which is important for performing studies like drug mechanism of 

action. Immobilizing the substrate and studying the variations in modification ratios of proteins that 

bind to it in a flow system will lead to faster processing speeds. Another major importance of faster 

processing speeds is to allow the throughput needed for studies examining the side effects of drugs, 

in order to produce results more rapidly [34]. Smaller sizes mean faster processing speeds; faster 

processing speeds help us perform studies on side effects of drugs faster. A major advantage of 

silicon based microstructure technology is the feasibility of easy batch processing, which can lead to 

lower manufacturing costs. The fabricated silicon structures are also highly reproducible and can 

possess high mechanical strengths after fabrication [35].     

Another major importance of silicon micro fabrication is the possibility of machining of very 

small biological identification systems. Sample amounts in biological research fields are often small 

and it is desired that the identification system consumes minimal sample volumes. Therefore, mass 
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spectrometry has evolved as a widely used analytical method in recent years due to this reason [36-

40]. Thus, the protein microarray – which consumes a small sample amount – is the next step which 

can measure the amount of specific protein directly and accurately.  

3.1.3 Microarray Substrates 

In order for a substrate to be an effective micro-array surface, it must have high binding 

properties for proteins. It is asserted that ‘microspot’ assays that rely on immobilization of 

interacting elements on a few square microns should be capable of detecting analytes with higher 

sensitivity compared to conventional macro level immunoassays (ambient analyte model of Elkins et 

al. [41-42]). This principle will be applied in this project in which proteins are immobilized in an 

array of solid support and are detected by specific antibodies. These arrays can be used to 

characterize enzymes [43-44], to improve our knowledge of gene function [45-46], and to 

distinguish antibody specificity [47-48]. These microarrays also help us examine how dense the 

microspot assay can be packed. If the microspot assay is densely packed in flat microarrays, the 

probes used are too close to allow the transcripts to diffuse in. With the microarray pyramid 

technology, space between the pyramids will allow us ample space for the transcripts to diffuse in 

while allowing densely packed microspot assays.  

There are many types of microarray supports that are presently available: 

1. Filters and membranes (e.g., nitrocellulose or PVDF): They are readily derived for 

covalent attachment [49-50]. These solid supports are low cost and reusable. However, these 

filters and membranes have some disadvantages. They allow only a limited spot density as 

each sample tends to spread out. Nitrocellulose also possesses intrinsic autofluorescence which 

can lead to blurred results when imaging.  
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2. Derivatized glass substrates: These are compatible with most commercial microarrayers 

and are low cost and readily derivatized for covalent attachment [51].  Unfortunately, they 

could introduce concentration effects. One common effect seen is nonuniform spot intensity 

profiles caused by localized aggregation on the spot. Another nonuniform profile seen is the 

well known “coffee stain effect” (dried ring). 

3. Gel pads and agarose film: They provide reduced evaporation rate from the surface and 

high sample capacity, and no protein modifications are required [52]. However, these 

substrates are hard to fabricate and thus are not available commercially.  

4. Porous Silicon Substrates: This is another support for localized immobilization of proteins. 

Porous silicon has an increased surface area compared to merely roughened silicon. However, 

when chemically modified porous silicon substrates were spotted with a heterogeneous mixture 

of proteins (lysates derived from cellular lysates), a large spreading of the spots through the 

substrate was observed. This was due to the combination of the physicochemical modification 

of the silicon and the surface tension properties of the cellular lysates [53].   

As mentioned above, numerous substrates have been used as micro-array 

substrates.  All of these substrates have inherent disadvantages. For this reason, other 

substrates are being investigated that have low intrinsic autofluoresence and high protein 

binding properties.  

         In this project, “designer surfaces” composed of silicon have been developed which 

provides us all the advantages of the existing microarray technologies and eliminates most if 

not all of their disadvantages. The surface chemistry of the microarray substrate is a key factor 

in deciding the functioning and quality of the microarray [54-57].  
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3.1.4 Silicon Microstructures   

For microarray structures, the substrate surface must possess low intrinsic signal for the 

reporter/detection system. It is shown that silicon can be used as a microarray substrate [58-60]. 

Silicon, which can be physicochemically modified, has very low intrinsic autofluorescence when 

compared with nitrocellulose. On the other hand, native silicon has very low protein binding 

properties. Through a combination of targeted surface roughening using lithographic patterning and 

chemical surface coatings, “designer surfaces” have been created which will improve native silicon’s 

protein binding properties. The extent of protein binding amongst the various designer surfaces has 

been investigated. 

3.1.5 Project Goals  

 The goal of this research program is to generate new protein micro-array surfaces using silicon.  

This approach provides flexibility of using well developed silicon based photolithography for 

creating array surfaces with tailored interactive properties.  For example, photolithography was used 

to create zones, or sectors, within the array surfaces. These sectors were be probed with distinct 

antibodies, enabling considerably more information to be gleaned from a single slide. Even though 

silicon has low protein binding properties, it is easy to change the surface properties of silicon by 

forming a silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, oxynitride, or other dielectric layers. The efficiency of 

protein binding was compared between the various dielectric and chemical layers and native silicon.  

3.2 Materials and Methods          

3.2.1 Silicon Microstructure Fabrication 

In this project, the surface of a silicon wafer was patterned to create several microarray 

substrates each having multiple number of patterned sectors with designer surfaces. The size of each 
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microarray substrate has the same dimensions of a glass slide (1 inch by 3 inch). On each slide, 

sixteen square sectors of 6 mm side were defined.  Sectors with different surface areas were created 

by using photolithography techniques. The surface areas are varied by creating an array of pyramids 

of different dimensions in different sectors. These designer surfaces are illustrated in figure 6. The 

proteins were arrayed on these square sectors. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Illustration of designer surfaces (not to scale) 

 

In the first step of the fabrication process, a photomask was designed to obtain desired features 

on the silicon wafer. This photomask resembles the top view of the final structure to be formed 

which means the photomask was designed to work with positive photoresist. Each slide equivalent 

portion of the photomask possesses 16 square sectors with selective transparent areas inside. On 
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each sector, small dark squares were arrayed which represents the top surface of pyramids in that 

sector. Initially, two different sizes for the top surface of the pyramids were considered. These are 25 

microns and 10 microns. The efficiency of the protein arraying was compared between these two 

different dimensions. The spacing between squares (top surfaces of the pyramids) is 30 µm in each 

case. This spacing is selected to accommodate slanted sidewall portions of the pyramids having a 20 

µm height.  
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                       Fig. 7: schematic view of square sector  

 

Fig. 8: Cross sectional view of a single 6 mm window showing pyramid structures 

(not drawn to scale)  
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Once the photomask is designed, approximately 2,000 Ǻ of masking oxide was deposited on 

the silicon surface using Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD). Thermally grown 

oxide can also be used instead of a deposited oxide. A layer of positive photoresist was then spun on 

the wafer. Using a mask aligner system in which the photomask is positioned on top of the silicon 

dioxide layer, selective areas on the photoresist layer were exposed to ultraviolet light. These areas 

are the sector areas on the photomask. After this step, the silicon wafer was immersed in MF-319 

developer solution. The areas of the photoresist, which were exposed to ultraviolet light, were then 

removed.  

Selective etching of the silicon dioxide layer was then performed. When the silicon wafer was 

immersed in BOE (Buffered Oxide Etch, silicon dioxide etching agent), the silicon dioxide regions 

not protected by the photoresist was etched away and the silicon surface was exposed. Then, the 

protective photoresist layer was removed by soaking in acetone.  

The silicon dioxide layer now acts as the mask for the next etching step. Wet chemical etching 

of silicon was performed using Tetramethyl Ammonium Hydroxide (TMAH). As etching with 

TMAH results in anisotropic patterns, pyramids with side walls at an angle of 54.7° was obtained. 

The etch depth was monitored by a stylus profilometer. Once wet etching is completed and the 

necessary pyramids are formed, the silicon dioxide masking layer was removed using the BOE 

solution. After this step, the silicon wafer was diced into 1 inch by 3 inch slides which were loaded 

into the micro-assayer system. The final device is illustrated as in Figure 9. Each sector will have 

pyramids of one of the two top surface dimensions, 10 µm and 25 µm.   
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                       Fig. 9: Final device for biological use  

 
3.2.2 Dielectric Film Deposition 

The final device illustrated in Fig. 4 is made of native silicon, which has poor protein binding 

properties. Thus, dielectric films were deposited on the final device to potentially improve the 

protein binding properties of our microarray substrate. Two dielectric layers are considered in this 

work. 

1) Silicon Dioxide: Approximately 200 Ǻ of silicon dioxide was thermally grown in a 

furnace. Wet Oxidation was used as the oxide grown by this technique is more porous than 

oxide grown in a dry oxidation furnace.  

2) Silicon Nitride: Approximately 200 Ǻ of silicon nitride will be deposited using a Plasma 

Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) system.  

The effect of increasing dielectric layer thickness on the protein binding properties of the 

microarray was then studied.   

3.2.3 Application of Chemical Surface Coatings 

The main objective of protein and antibody microarray technology is to improve our 

understanding of interaction partners. The presence of optimal specific binding conditions is an 
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important feature of microarray support. Early coatings used for this purpose include PVDF 

(polyvinyllidene fluoride), which was a support material for high-density protein microarrays [37]. 

However, it was soon discovered that even higher densities and decreased sample consumption and 

quantification are required. A crucial requirement in achieving this goal is to maintain high binding 

capacity of proteins with low variability and low background noise.  Thus, surface coatings are 

required even for the designer silicon surfaces to improve the native protein binding properties of 

silicon. Initially, in this project, the chemical surface coatings initially considered was 3-

metcaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS). This chemical was chosen as it was shown that it 

improves the native binding properties of plasma roughened silicon to levels better than that of 

nitrocellulose coated glass slides [29].  

 To apply the surface coatings, the silicon slide will be immersed overnight in a solution of 

MPTMS and isopropyl alcohol. Then, the slides were removed over a filter paper and dried in 

vacuum using a desiccator system. The silicon microarray slides are now ready for analysis.  

3.2.4 Microarray Testing Procedure 

The microarray testing was performed in the Center for Applied Proteomics and 

Molecular Medicine (CAPMM) in George Mason University. Initially, proteins were extracted 

from cells obtained from patient biopsies (figure 10).  
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Figure 10: Steps leading from biopsies to microarray testing 

 

 

Reverse Phase Protein Microarray (RPA) testing format was used to test the silicon based 

protein microarrays. This procedure was chosen as RPA can profile patient biopsies in a high 

throughput manner [34]. In this format, each array was incubated with one detection protein 

(e.g. antibody), and a single analyte endpoint was measured and directly compared across 

multiple samples (figure 11).   
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Fig. 11:  Schematic of a reverse phase microarray.  A substrate like nitrocellulose is 

coated with a heterogeneous mixture of analytes, such as proteins extracted from 

tumor cells. The analytes are probed using a primary antibody.  A biotinylated 

secondary antibody is used to detect the bound primary antibody. 

 

 

The RPA format enables extremely sensitive detection, with detection levels approaching 

miniscule amounts of a given analyte when used with extrinsic amplification systems. One of 

the PIs (Liotta) has extensive experience in utilizing the reverse phase system for detecting a 

large number of low-abundance analytes using validated antibodies. The current antibody 

repertoire encompasses over 150 validated antibodies recognizing a wide variety of disease-

related analytes, including post-translationally modified signaling proteins.  Published data 

using this experimental platform demonstrates that reverse phase capture can be applied to 

numerous disease states in order to provide insight into how proteins contribute to disease 
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states [61–69]. Initially, tissue specimens were frozen in liquid nitrogen at the time of 

collection. The specimens were sectioned by cryostat, then stained and treated with 

phosphatase and kinase inhibitors. Reverse phase protein microarrays were prepared from 

cellular lysates printed onto the silicon base microarray slides stained with a pre-validated 

selection of phospho-specific antibodies, and analyzed using imaging software. The protein 

binding accuracy and sensitivity of the silicon-based microarrays will be compared amongst 

the different dielectric coatings (oxide/nitride) and chemical coatings. The various types of 

silicon-based microarrays that were tested are shown in Fig. 12 

.  

 

Figure 13: Different Types of silicon microarrays tested 
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3.3 Results and Discussions 

3.3.1 Comparison of Protein Binding amongst Dielectric Layers 

 Images of silicon microarrays with dielectric layers after RPA are shown in figure 13. 

 
(a) Plain Silicon 

 

 
(b) Silicon Dioxide on Silicon 

 

 
(c) Silicon Nitride on Silicon 

 

Figure 13: Silicon Microarrays with dielectric layers after RPA analysis. Note 

singularly low immobilization of proteins in (b) and noise in (c) 
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For plain silicon microarrays (figure 13(a)), faint microdots are arrayed on the silicon 

microstructures. This indicates that a small percentage of proteins are immobilized. This 

indicates that native silicon is not a good platform for RPA analysis, as discussed earlier. For the 

silicon dioxide coated silicon slide (figure 13(b)), no clear array pattern is observed. This 

indicates that no proteins have been immobilized on the pyramid structures. For the silicon 

nitride coated silicon slide (Figure 13(c)), clear microdot arrays are seen, indicating protein 

immobilization and low background fluorescence. This indicates that silicon nitride may be a 

good platform for RPA analysis. However, a significant amount of noise is seen in the image. 

This could have arisen from particulates on the microarray surface. 

Comparison between native silicon and dielectric layers platforms indicates that while 

proteins are being immobilized through RPA analysis, clear imaging is not obtained which limits 

visual observation, and thereby characterization of proteins. Therefore, chemical surface coatings 

are indeed necessary as indicated in figure 14.  

3.3.1 Effect of Chemical Coatings on RPA analysis 

Images of various microarrays with chemical coating after RPA are shown in figure 14. 
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(a) Plain Silicon with MPTMS 

 

(b) Silicon Oxide with MPTMS 

 

(d) Silicon Nitride with MPTMS 

Figure 14: Silicon Microarrays with dielectric layers and chemical coatings 

after RPA analysis.  
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Plain silicon with MPTMS coating (figure 14(a)) exhibits much better protein 

immobilization when compared to native silicon microstructures (figure 13(a)). The microdot 

arrays are clearly visible and enable easy characterization of proteins. The effect of chemical 

coatings is clearly indicated for the silicon oxide microarrays with MPTMS coating (figure 

14(b)). The clearly visible microdot arrays shows much better protein immobilization when 

compared to native silicon oxide (figure 13(b)), where no microdot arrays are visible. For silicon 

nitride with MPTMS (figure 14(c)), the microdot arrays are visible with not background noise as 

compared to plain silicon nitride (figure 13(c)). However, it is noticed that the microdot patterns 

are more intense in the plain silicon nitride microarrays than with chemical coatings. This might 

indicate that the presence of chemical coatings may introduce some background fluorescence 

during RPA analysis.  

It is clearly seen that the microarrays with chemical coatings indicates better response to 

RPA analysis than with native silicon and dielectric layer microstructures. This collaborates with 

previous findings that chemical coatings are necessary for the successful integration of silicon 

microstructures and RPA analysis.   
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4. Conclusions 

This work presented two fabrication methods for immobilizing separate biological 

materials, specifically mammalian cells and proteins.  

The ITO microelectrodes demonstrated here offer superior optical capabilities as 

compared with metal electrodes and are easy to fabricate in a variety of shapes, sizes, and 

arrangements. Microscopic analysis of captured cells is greatly improved for phase contrast and 

fluorescent imaging. By varying the applied electric field and solution velocity within 

microfluidic DEP systems, the extent of cellular immobilization could be tuned from no cells 

immobilized to immobilization of small cell clusters. Conditions for immobilization of 

predominantly single cells were also identified. These measurements will be useful in designing 

alternate electrode or microchannel geometries that exhibit specific immobilization 

characteristics.  

The silicon microstructures demonstrated here offer a novel immobilization 

technique for proteins. RPA analysis indicates that native silicon and dielectric layers are not 

sufficient for clear characterization of immobilized proteins. The application of chemical 

coatings greatly improved the images obtained from RPA analysis as compared to native silicon 

and dielectric layer structures. This work will be useful in designing new silicon microarray 

structures which could exhibit better response than existing nitrocellulose coated glass slides.  
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